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              The session was started with a prayer song by G Manjuvani (10100628). It was further 

preceded by a welcome note given by the vice-president of FOCUS D Yogeswar Reddy 

(10100654). On the occasion of teacher’s day homage was paid to Dr.Sraveepalli Radha Krishna, 

as some of the faculty  lightened the lamps. 

 

               Later, Sravya M (09100567) delivered a speech which showered adoration and respect 

to all the teachers. Next, a song was sung by Krishna Sahithya (11003251). Later, classical dance 

by M. Manjula (10100498) and  the audience were spell bound by her performance. Then first 

phase of gifts were handed over to some of the  faculty by P. Swetha(09100475) and T Sai 

Vishwanath Prasad(09100540). Excellent dance performance by Y Yasaswy (11003323) and 

group entertained the gathering. 

 

                 As FOCUS is a forum of computer upcoming scholar’s for upgrading students with 

the technology and latest news,  Alkananda (10100242) and Pragna(10100449) gave a seminar 

on ‘Teacher’s Today’. 

 

              On the occasion of teacher’s day, cake cutting was done by all the faculty members. 

Then, second phase of presenting the gifts to other faculty was continued by Y Sowmya 

(09100456) and  D Yogeswar Reddy(10100654). Later dance performance by R Alekya 

(11003326) and group. The session was made lively by the skit, performed by P Kartheek 

(10100344) and group. Then, third phase of presenting the gifts to the remaining faculty was 

continued by P  Swetha (09100475) and M Krishna Teja(10100356).A surprise game was 

conducted for faculty which enlightened the celebration with fun. 

 

                Later, outstanding dance performance by M Sri Sai Surya Prasad(10100555). Next, a 

lively skit was performed by P Sai Harsha(10100491). At last all faculty thanked students for 

organizing such a great event. Finally, Vote of thanks by secretary P Swetha (09100475) and the 

session was concluded at 5:15 pm by a national anthem by M Manjula(10100498). 

 

 

 

 

Faculty In-Charge                                                               HOD-CSE 

  (K. R. Ramya)                                                                  (Dr. V. Srikanth) 
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